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TAPE 1 - SIDE 1 

We welcome the US NGOs that have given us the opportunity to have 

this special session during our meetings, and the way we will deal 

with these issues tonight may make it appropriate to say that we are 

having a kind of environmental jam session. 

First, we are listening to the Global Tomorrow Coalition. We are 

very happy to have received your well-prepared paper. But we also 

are looking forward to having your introductions to this evening's 

discussion. But we have around here people who are also 

OOlOm/US NGOs P.H./mpd 
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here in this open discussion, people from Canada listening to this evening's 

discussion and they can also get into the discussion in addition to the 

Commissioners, of course. I now pass the floor to Don Lesh of the Global 

Tomorrow Coalition. 

DON LESH: Madam Chairman and distinguished members of the Commission. I'm 

really delighted and I feel privileged that we are able to join you for this 

evening. We understand all too well the terrible time pressures under which 

the Commission must operate and the very important period of private time 

which had been set aside for these closing days of your Canadian visit and 

it's doubly a concession and doubly pleasant for us to be able to join you for 

a couple of hours and make a little window for some representations from the 

united states. There are several of us here from the Global Tomorrow 

Coalition. I should stress that our members are other organizations so 

virtually everyone who you may meet tonight or may hear from will be wearing 

at least two hats, their own plus some participation in the Global Tomorrow 

Coalition. Let me just quickly name some of these and ask them if they would 

tell you who they are and what they're doing in regard to the issues of 

interest to the World Commission on Environment and Development. First of 

all, Barbara Bramble of the National Wildlife Federation, a member of our 

steering committee. 

BARBARA BRAMBLE: Good evening, I'm Barbara Bramble. I'm the director of 

international programs of the National wildlife Federation. The Federation is 

the largest conservation education organization in the united states, probably 

around the world. It has about four and a half million, more or less, members 

and supporters. We are working on many issues of natural resource 
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conservation, but in the international field particularly the interface of 

environment and development which is your work here. I have been 

concentrating on the impacts of the developed world upon the developing world 

particularly through the aid and trade situation that is causing at the moment 

a very serious debt problem in third world countries. I'm here as a supporter 

of the paper which has been prepared by the Global Tomorrow Coalition and I 

would be happy to answer any of your questions and discuss these issues with 

you this evening. Thank you. 

DON LESH: I might say that I will arbitrarily leave three introductions to 

the end because we will have three presentations and I will ask each one of 

them to make their own introductions. Is Dr. Fred Pinkum who is President of 

the Population crisis Committee here? 

FRED PINKUK: Thank you Don. Good evening, everyone. I'm Dr. Fred Pinkum, 

President of the Population Crisis Committee in Washington, D.C. It is a 

fully private organization without federal support of any kind. We work very 

closely with less developed country governments and organizations in those 

countries on their population and related problems. We also work closely with 

the U.S. government in a NGO capacity and belong to and support a number of 

coalitions such as the Global Tomorrow Coalition. There are about 75 major 

NGO's working in the population field in the United States, another 150 if you 

add universities and foundations. The number of coalitions now appearing in 

the united states combining population, resources, environment and related 

global issues as those issues and conditions become more evident to everyone. 

For these organizations I implore the Commission to consider population 

growth, especially where it's burgeoning and exacerbating other problems, as 
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an equal if not more than equal condition needing attention along with water, 

toxic waste, and other problems before you. It's a major world problem 

threatening better life everywhere for everyone on the globe. Yet I find it's 

often left out in the considerations of groups such as this but I'm pleased to 

find that the population is in the report of the Global Tomorrow Coalition, it 

better be, and the, in other documents that have come before the Commission. 

I and heads of other NGO's in the united states in the population field stand 

ready to assist you any way we can any time, just calIon us. 

DON LESH: I think it's worthy of note that in fact Fred, even long before 

there was a Global Tomorrow Coalition paper, the population was specifically 

and categorically identified in the mandate for change document which governed 

the deliberations of the WCED. There are two other colleagues from the United 

states who took part in the media seminar this afternoon who I will not ask to 

speak but I'd just like to call attention to the fact that they're with us. 

One is Dr. George Woodwell from the Woods Oceanographic Institution who spoke 

this afternoon on CO
2 

as I understand it and climatic change. The second is 

David Worth, staff attorney from the Natural Resources Defence Council, who 

gave a presentation on the role of the multilateral development banks and 

environment. There are three documents which will be presented to the 

Commission at this time. The first of those will be presented to you by 

William Nagel, a senior associate of the World Resources Institute. Bill is 

not formally a member of the Global Tomorrow Coalition steering committee, but 

I'm happy to say frequently attends our meetings and always takes an active 

role. I will let him describe the World Resources Institute and the holistic 

inter-disciplinary impulse that led to the paper called Making Common Cause 

which he will present. 
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WILLIAM NAGEL: Thank you Don. Madam Chainnan, members of the Commission. 

I'm here this evening not in my capacity with the World Resources Intitute, 

but rather than Chair of a U.S. NCO steering committee on environment 

development and population. Just a word of background on how that came to 

be. Many of you are aware that the Environmental Liaison Centre with some 

financial assistance from the United Nations Environment Program had an 

important international meeting in February of 1985. It was the first time, 

on at least a significant international level, that environment and 

development NCO's were brought together to discuss what common agreement they 

might be able to come to on sustainable development and how indeed these two 

NCO communities could cooperate better together. When the U.S. delegates to 

that conference came back, there was a meeting in New York about a month later 

that established a steering committee which I indicated I've been chairing for 

the past 15 months or so now, the steering committee was charged with finding 

ways to see if these two communities, first of all, the environment and 

development communities, could come to some common agreement, some common 

statement of principle, and then a common agreed on action plan. We worked on 

( that for a number of months and then we decided it would be an inadequate 

statement at best if we did not include the very significant popUlation and 

family planning NCO community in the United states. And so, the statement you 

have before you is the product of about 15 months work of basically of 

consensus building. The basic statement is only foul" pages and those of you 

are as old or older than I, will appreciate the fact that it's in very large 

type. But that statement which was argued and fought over for those many 

months does constitute a significant consensus of a significant number of the 

leadersip of those three NCO communities. NOW, why should this be presented 

to you tonight, to this World Commission? I think the only justification to 

I~/ 
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present a U.S. NGO statement like this is because we are certain it does have 

applicability to the wider NGO communities in the world, especially those 

focussed on the third world and on the dire problems of poverty in the third 

world. I want to share with you one paragraph from the preface to the 

statement and two or three paragraphs from the statement itself. From the 

preface, it reads: Over the past few months, representatives of the three NGO 

communities have dealt candidly with the various perceptions and prejudices 

that have kept them from jointly addressing the problems of the poor and 

developing countries. Some international development workers said they had 

often perceived environmentalists as elitists, more concerned with rare birds 

and virgin landscapes than with poor people. A few environmentalists saw 

development assistance specialists in the cloak of their old U.S. domestic 

antagonist, the economic developer. So most claim not so much a negative as a 

fuzzy image of their compatriots involved with developing countries. And some 

representatives of both these two communities criticized the population 

specialists as too single minded. Some population specialists in turn saw 

development and environment specialists as acknowledging population growth as 

a problem, and then treating it as an external variable that can be brushed 

aside especially when controversial. Therefore, with that background, and I 

think it would be fair to say it would be the background one would find in 

Canada, in Europe, indeed throughout the world. With that background, we did 

try to come to some common agreement, and the important essence of that 

agreement is in its most essential way an ethical statement and an ethical 

agreement. Let me just read very briefly from that. 

A communications gap has kept environmental population and development 

assistance groups apart for too long, preventing us from being aware of our 
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common interest and realizing our combined power. Fortunately, the gap is 

closing. We now know that what unites us if vastly more important than what 

divides us. What unites us, we have a common goal in striving for a more 

livable, non violent planet, we share a deep concern for the world's poor, we 

affirm both the integrity, stability and beauty of the ecosystem and the 

imperative of social justice, we recognize that poverty, environmental 

degradation and population growth are inextricably related and that none of 

these fundamental problems can be successfully addressed in isolation. We 

will succeed or fail together. We realize that to accept a shared destiny 

with the rest of creation, and we really think if I can interject, we really 

think that this statement can probably just as easily be a statement, Madam 

Chairman, of your Commission. We realize that to accept a shared destiny with 

the rest of creation is to accept the reality of reciprocal interdependence 

and co-evolution. We agree with the late Barbara Ward, herself a bridge 

builder, that the great insights of the 1972 UN conference on the human 

development, human environment at stockholm, were inter-connectedness and a 

sense of shared stewardship for our common planetary home. We regret that our 

own governmental leaders, and here we are talking about U.s. governmental 

leaders, today often seem to be denying yesterday's lesson. We are all 

passengers in the same spaceship or ..... Madam Chairman, we think that the 

NGO communities in the united states have a particular role at this time in 

giving some kind of world leadership to our own governmental leaders and to 

the other people who are interested or focussed on foreign affairs, national 

security, development problems in general. And indeed we think that NGO's 

have a particular role to play in that throughout the world and that the 

indigenous NGO's in the third world countries themselves have a particular 

role and it is because of that that this same u.s. steering committee joined a 
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few weeks ago with their Canadian NGO colleagues in urging the planners of the 

conference that's opening this Saturday here in ottawa, the World Conservation 

Strategy Conference, to hold a particular session on the role of NGO's, 

particularly indigenous NGO's in this case, the role of NGO's in the planning 

and implementation in the planning and implementation of national conservation 

strategies. We are convinced that the time has come for the NGO's to exert 

that kind of leadership, that that kind of leadership is most needed not only 

in the united States but indeed around the world. And so we are particularly 

eager to join with our Canadian colleagues in that effort and at the meeting 

itself, most importantly, to join with the NGO representatives from third 

world countries that will be there. I'll be happy after if there is any 

discussion of Tom Stole's and the Global Tomorrow Coalition's presentation on 

the sustainable development paper if you have any questions or observations 

about this effort, I'll be happy to respond to them. Thank you, Madam 

Chairman. 

DON LESH: The next person I would like, Madam Chairman, to introduce is one 

of those who wears multiple hats. He may have the record for the evening. 

David Runnels as many of you know is Canadian, he's here partially 

representing the u.S. Global Tomorrow Coalition but he also is vice president 

of an international organization, the International Institute for Environment 

and Development, and directs its office in Washington, D.C. He is to present 

to your attention an extremely important new report called World Resources -

1986. 

DAVID RUNNELS: Madam Chairman, member of the Conunission. I'll be very, very 

brief. I'm partly under the steely eyes of some of my own board members on 
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the Commission. I'm as Don said, I suppose the ultimate chameleon on this 

meeting. I'm a Canadian and I direct the North American office of an 

international NGO. We, together with Mr. Nagel's organization, the World 

Resources Institute, have spent the past year and a half, a considerable sum 

of money and a considerable heartache in producing what we think could be a 

helpful document to the members of the Commission and to the staff, and that 

is this thing, the World Resources Report - 1986. I won't go into much detail 

because in fact my institute has previously testified before you in your first 

session I believe in Oslo, by colleague Richard Sandbrook appeared, and Gus 

Speth, the president of WRI has appeared before you I believe at your meetings 

in Brazil. I don't think it's fair for any organization no matter how many 

chameleons are in to take up that much of your time. I would briefly say that 

this is an attempt by us to set out as objectively as we can the pulse of the 

world's environment and natural resources. It is divided into four sections. 

I think the principal ones of interest to you would be section 2, which is 

conditions and trends, in which we attempt to try and assess conditions and 

trends in a series of fairly predictable, fairly familiar categories, food and 

agriculture, forests and range lands, population. Part 4, which are the 

statistical data tables at the back, which will relatively familiar to those 

of you who have experience with the World Bank's World Development Report, is 

our best attempt to assemble as much reliable, relevant data on a whole range 

of environmental indicators as we can manage to do. We think that as NGO's 

one of the things we can do with part 4 particularly is to identify for the 

community at large how bad the information actually is in a whole range of 

areas. So you will find in part 4 a series of fairly professional statistical 

notations of the type that one finds at the bottom of OECD documents and UN 

documents. You will also find from us as many caustic comments as we could 
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get by our own statisticians about our real genuine lack of knowledge of a 

whole range of these issues. So I hope this thing will begin to start a 

trend. We are going to produce it on an annual basis. We know that it will 

only be really usable after four or five years when one can begin to identify 

trends, and begin to identify real choices for decision makers, but it's a 

first cut. We present it to you with some humility and some pride, and if we 

can make it of use to you and to your colleagues in your deliberations, we are 

more than happy to do so. Thank you. 

DON LESH: The third document and the one in which we believe that we would 

lay greatest weight during the course of our discussion this evening, although 

we would welcome open discussion and questions on all these, is the paper on 

sustainable development and how to achieve it which was coordinated by the 

Global Tomorrow Coalition and will be presented by the principal author of the 

first draft, Tom Stole, who heads the international program of the Natural 

Resources Defence Council and is also president of Global Tomorrow Coalition. 

Before urging Tom to start, however, I wanted just to point out that I would 

suggest you not see these as separate documents. They represent in many cases 

an integrated approach, in particular the paper Making Common Cause was the 

product over the 15 months that Bill Nagel mentioned of a great many sessions, 

working sessions, steering committee sessions, which included many of the 

people you see here representing the Global Tomorrow Coalition or wearing a 

different hat. That paper as you may notice when you have time to read. 

suggests that it is very difficult to define the concept of sustainable 

development. OUr paper, the Global Tomorrow Coalition coordinated paper, is 

an attempt to further the dialogue on what sustainable development means. We 

didn't work on it 15 months. It stemmed in large part from a conversation 
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with one of your own Commissioners, Bill Ruckelshaus, in December of last 

year. As part of his function as Commissioner of the WCED, he has asked 

several points of contact in the United states to assist him in liaison and 

circulation of information and papers, and had asked the Coalition who were 

very pleased to serve as a contact with a non governmental organization 

community. In our discussions, he suggested and I hope you don't mind my 

explaining all this, Bill, that central to the deliberations of the WCED is 

this concept of which we so easily speak of so glibly, sustainable 

development, but so rarely attempt to define. We realize that the paper that 

we have produced is a first crack. It has gone through many hands. Tom will 

also describe the process we try to go through in the coordination. It has 

faults, it has been criticized by members of our own BGO community, by some as 

being too broad, too inclusive, raising too many issues that are peripheral in 

their view to the development process. But I would have to say that the 

position of the Global Tomorrow Coalition could be described as determinedly 

unrepentent. We believe that the discussion of development in the past been 

far too narrow and in fact if we have erred on the side of opening the 

discussion more widely to new issues, new concepts, then we feel we've made 

some contribution. with that being said, I'll turn it over to Tom to describe 

in more detail how the paper came to be and what it contains. 

TOM STOLE: Madam Chairman and members of the Commission. I'd like to join my 

colleague Don Lesh in expressing my deep appreciation for the opportunity to 

engage in this discussion with you. The paper we have submitted is entitled 

Sustainable Development and How to Achieve It. As Don mentioned, and as Bill 

Ruckelshaus suggested this morning, I thought I'd explain a little about how 

the paper came to be. After Bill requested that we prepare it, we put 

1~7 
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together a draft toward the end of January which was then circulated to a 

number of NCO's in the United states and abroad. We received a total of about 

40 comments, a number of them rather lengthy and very thoughtful. Then the 

draft was considerably revised in light of those comments. Thus far, seven 

NCO's listed on the cover have fully endorsed the paper. Their combined 

memberships total over 5 million people. As requested by Bill Ruckelshaus, 

the paper is a conceptual analysis, it explores the relationship between 

environment and development, not attempt to catalogue all the actions needed 

to achieve sustainable development. We'll leave that to you in your report. 

The paper begins by setting forth four requirements which we believe 
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(Cant. of Stoel's statement) 

are fundamental to the achievement of sustainable development. 

rhe first of these requirements is the satisfaction of human 

needs especially the basic needs, such as food, clean water, 

health care and education. 

The sE:1cond rE:1quir'ernent is frE:H:1dom frolll unwantE:1d dependEHlce on 

the part of both individuals and nations. We feel very deeply 

that development must fulfill the aspirations of peoples 

themselves and not those imposed on them by others. 

l"he third fundamental requirement is control of population 

gr'owth which in SOIlH"~ nations is causing human number's to double 

in less than a generation. Obviously this cannot be a 

sustainable situation. 

The fourth requirement is maintenance of natural and life 

support sYStElIHS. In mtilny placE!s in the wOI"ld, environmE!I·lt:al 

deterioration is already making development unsustainable. lhe 

paper then goes on to set forth some of the actions needed to 

achieve these requirements. 

These r'E:1COI1ll1lE:Hldations r'(~flect our viE:1w that in gE:HIE:1ral the main 

need is not for additional technical breakthrough but for 

proper application of knowledge the world already possesses. 

00I0m/US NGOs P.H./mpd 
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The time available torright does not per'mit eVE!n a sUlnmcH~y of 

all of our many reconmlendations. So I will present just a few 

of the mos t importan l:. 1 f you find any rni s sing or if on rE.~ading 

the paper you encounter others, we would be happy to answer 

questions about them during the discussion period. 

With respect to production of material goods and energy we 

re commend that far' more emphas is e s hou ld be placed on method s 

of production which are small scale, decentralised and 

cOlmnunity based. We bE!lieve that Uris SOy't o·f emphasise will 

promote both public participation and development decision and 

environmental protection. 

We also believe that there is a need to utilise the power of 

market forces to bring about efficiencies in both production 

and consumption of goods and energy. To this end, we call for 

elirrrination of pY'icin~~ policies, goveY'l'lHlent.al subsidies and 

other barriers to efficient production and consumption. 

In keeping \Arith our fundalllental r'equirE!lllenl:s, we recolf1mend a 

number of actions to ensure that people are able to participate 

in dE! vel 0 p III E.~ n t dec i s ion s w h i c h a f f e c l: the 1fI. l h e sea C t ion s 

include the adoption of freedom of information policies by both 

governments and aid agencies so that people are able to have 

aCCE:1SS to documents involved in devE:d.opmE:Hlt planning and that 

they take part in that planning. 

WE:1 also rE:1COllllTlE:1nd infor'l11ativE:1 eftor'ts by gover'nl11ents and aid 

agenci(:'!s to involve local peoplc:1, I\JGOs, women and minol"i ties in 

developl'llE:1nt decisions and in the inlplemE:11TlaU.on of deVE:d.opITlE:Hlt 

pr'ojBctS. 

We reco~nend actions to control rapid population growth. Chief 

among thBS (:1 iss trong s uPPOt't by governmen I: sand inter'national 

agenci.es for' systelllaU.c efforts to E:HICOur'agl'!! family planning 

and facilitate choices for small farniliE!s togE!ther with act.ions 

to reduce childhood mortality and ensure broader opportunities 

for women. 
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wC:~ rE!commend a number' of ac tions to pr'o tE.~ c t the environllJent and 

the natural resource base. '"hey include strong environmental 

protection standards and very importantly institutions capable 

of enforcing them. 

We recommend requirement that polluters not only pay the full 

cost of prevention and clean up of pollution but also pay the 

cost incurred by government in regulating and controlling 

pollution. 

We recommend requirements that publicly available environmental 

impac L assessments bE! pr'epared and consider'C:H~ before 

governments or aid agencies take actions which might harm the 

envir·onmE!llt. 

We recommend that important of hazardous substances be informed 

of the hazards and give their consent before export or import 

is per'mitt(:~d. 

We recommend increased international cooperation including 

cooperative actions to address such kE!y pr'oblellis as acid rain, 

depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer and global warming 

due to build up of carbon dioxide and other gases. 

We further recommend in this area of international cooperation 

the negotiation of treaties requiring assessment and 

consultations before nations take actions which might harm the 

environment:s of other nations and a trE!at:y pr'omoting 

international assistance to prevent extinction of wildlife 

species. 

f"inally, w(:~ r(:~coml1l(:Hld actions to E:HISur'(:~ that the intE:H'I'IiSltional 

economic system supports rather than defeates sustainable 

development. lhese actions include major changes in the 

policies of multilateral and bilateral aid agencies to ensure 

that they promote sustainable development. lhey include 

increased assistance to enable developing countries to protect 

their own environments and natural r'esources. 
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We recommend forgiveness of debt owed by the poorest nations 

and 1 was very interested to read in the paper this morning 

that Canada has in fact: seems to have gone a long way in this 

direction yesterday in the United Nations. 

Fina11y W~1 recommend U'lI:1 r~1,-direc Lion to l:he purposes of 

sustainable development of a significant part of the resources 

now wasted on arms around the world. 

lhat concludes a very brief summary of our paper. lhere are 

many other recommendations. You will find a fu11er explanation 

in the executive summary and a very full explanation in the 

paper itself. We would be very happy Lo responde any questions 

and welcome the chance for this discussion with you. 

l'hank you to all of you. And it is indeed a very comprehensive 

doc u Hl E:!fl t '1 n r E~ 1 a t i vel y few p age s. ~3 0 1 amp e r son all y imp Y' e sse d 

by what you have done. 1 have seen earlier drafts and they are 

really improving consistently from one draft to the other. I 

wish to say that this is a very good background and very 

helpful indeed to our own work. But 1 want Lo leave the floor 

open now to the Commissioners to pose questions and make 

comments to what you have presented. We have had an earlier 

draft, all of us, we have been looking through it before this 

meeting. 

I don't have any questions, Madam Chairman, 1 would like to 

commend the Global l'omorrow Coalition, Don Lesh, lorn SLoel, who 

made a major presentation and who did a lot of drafting on the 

papey'. When 1 asked them several months ayo if they would take 

a crack at this, why they were more than eager to do so. 
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rhey have restled with the cOlnplex COnCE!pts of enviY'OnmE!nt and 

development just as this Commission is and have, 1 think, come 

up with a very successful document. As they have acknowledged 

any docUI1HHlt of this kind is bound to stir' SOllIE! controVE!r'sy 

eVE!n within the NGO y'anks in th~1 us. nwy are continuing to 

circulate the document and try to refine it further to get a 

stronger consensus behind it and I think it does help all of us 

in trying to understand what the sustainable development means, 

because as we have acknowledged I think from the outset this is 

a central concept of what we are attempting to do. And 1 would 

like to personally thank both of th~1ln and l:heir Coalition for 

the all the work they have done. 

Janez, if nobody is asking for the floor I would ask you to 

repeat what you said earlier today in the meeting about this 

document, because it was beautifully said at that time and you 

can certainly repeat it to all these people as well. 

You, Madam, know that 1 could fill anytj.IlI(:1 availabh1. 1 would 

certainly like very much to congratulate the presentors of the 

r(:1por't which I admir'(:1 in V(:1ry many reSpE:1ctS. You know that 

this concept of sustainable development is one of the corner 

stones on which we try to build our own report and we therefore 

so much more appreciate your own efforts. 

As you, Madam, although you have pulled my leg, 1 would of 

courSE! like to rE!peat IAlbat I said at the Corrnrrission I s session, 

namely 1 was particularly pleased in seeing that you have also 

come across \,\Iith the dif'ficulty IAlhich I have experienced with 

the so-called interdependence concept. And 1 rather therefore 

talk of interrelationship than interdependence. I sense that 

you feel that independence while with all the qualifications is 

one of the necessities of human rights which have to be also 

built into a healthy process of development. 



Namely we have development, it must not be only development for 

people but also by people and of the people. And therefore 

independency or the state of not being as you say in a state of 

unwanted dependence is in my view extrelnely important to create 

the right kind of psychological and sociological atmosphere in 

which you could have the best creative forces of any society 

put to the best use. 

Now, as a matter of fact, while I have the floor, I would like 

to ask one or two qUC:1stions. I fElel that Elconolflically one o·r 

thE:~ ba sic prerl':~qui s i tEtS for sus tainabl E:1 dE!Velopment i s that the 

society in question creates certain surplus which it could ... 

back and thus increase productive capacities because 

dc:welopmE!I'lt must: also be growth. It is not growth, but 

development cannot bE:~ a stah~ of stagnation as Adam Smj.th as 

said, stagnation is dull, progress is healthy, retrogration is 

moribund. 

So 1 think if you are in a healthy state of society, then you 

must have growth. And to have growth, you must have surplus. 

lherefore we must probably build into the concept of 

susta-inablE! developmenL the capacity of thC:1 society not only to 

reproduce itself but also to create surplus from which it could 

then go towards progress. 

Another aspect which 1 find rather important in the light of 

more recent experience is that society must have certain 

dynamic sour'ces for' dEtVeloplllent within itsE:df. The so--calh~d 

doctr'ine gY'owth thy'ough tY'ades which has dominated the lIIinds 

tor almost a decade, has brought too many particularly small 

nations in a state whElY'~~ Lhey have not really beEln lIIas Lers of 

their own will not because somebody was evil, but because the 

global trends have too lIIuch influenced their own national 

desU.n:i.l':ls. 
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Therefore, .[ think that one of the problems which we will face 

will be exactly this balance in between the not inward 

lookingness but in between the autochtonous societal forces and 

the support of international environment. 

So .[ would like, because you have taken, .[ think on various 

international issues, very courageous stands, like on debt, 

like on the question of disarmament, .[ would like to see 

whether you, I of course anticipate that it is so, look at this 

particularly international environment for healthy national 

development in any way which you would like to convey to us. 

B..!!!..l;>as ~!...ador Sahnoun 

Madal1l Chairman, I would like also to commend the US NGOs for 

their excellent work, papers produced, especially the one on 

which my good friend Janez has just elaborated, that is the one 

of sustainable development . .[ have actually just one or two 

questions that are more indicative of the answer which will be 

given on the way the NGOs act on specific issues. 

lhe first question which is related to the first paper Making 

Common CaUSE:1. We haVE! heard sinct:.~ we calflC:1 to Canada 

elaboration about a number of problems, especially on an 

ecosystem which Canadian and yourselves share on the Great 

Lakes, and especially I1lention was made on the pollution on the 

Niagara River. Knowing that there is an important environmental 

regulation in the US such as the Clean Water Act or the Safe 

Drinking Water Act, how much the NGOs have been able to, on the 

basis of these regulations, undertake some specific action in 

coordination or cooperation with the Canadian colleagues. 

"Ihe second question relates to the paper on sustainable 

development and there is important aspect in the question of 

trade, that is trade on hazardous exports. Mentioning the fact 

that products such as pesticidE!s which are often impoy'tE!d from 

thE:1 North and which ar'e causing widespread harm to hUl1lan health 
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and to the environlllent in thE! Sou th. HE!rE! again, if thE!Y'e is 

any action, it will be interesting to find out from our us NGO 

friends how they have been approaching this problem and what 

was the result they achieved 

-rhe third point which relates to the third document '-he World 

Resources 1986, 1 see that there is an indication that regional 

banks or the World Bank has begun to more or less act on the 

environment although timidly and the regional banks have 

practically done very little. '-his is rather less a question 

than a sharing of thought that it will be also important if 

there is some action on this because these regional banks have 

as members of thej.r' boar'd the GOVE:~rnrllent of thE:~ us and otl'JE:~r 

governmE!nts fl"OIIl the d~;!veloped countries. Therefore, therE! 

again, an action can be undertaken by the NGOs. 

Thank you, Madam Chairman. During the last meeting of Hw 

Commission in Brazil, I raised a question in the discussion 

concerning the concept of sustainable development that we need 

some documE!l1ts, some matE!l"ial, where the COnCE!pt is sUHlrnar'ised 

and different points of views are written because I think it 

is, or it was, a big lack in the good understanding of the 

philosophy of the sustainable development. 

I told to my fellow Commissioners that I hate very much this 

word, sustainable development, because I never can say it 

correctly in English, and the second thing is that it is 

impossible to translatE:~ it into sE:~vN'al for'E:dgn languagE!$. 1 

tY'iE!d to make a trans.l.a-Lion in Hungarian, it couldn I t happen, 

but what to do ? Anyhow this conception has many common things 

with our thinking also and 1 started to like better the 

sustainable development conception. 

1 alII very glad, now thgt IAle have a doculllent here. And we can 

discuss this document. And we can exchange different points and 
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approachE!s to this doculllent. Per'haps we have no common 

agreement on the full text of that. But, anyhow we have many 

things which are cormnon in this philosophy. Fir's t of all I 

would like to underline that unfortunately it was a too short 

time for me to study it very carefully. But anyhow I have some 

points and I will just tell to you, take it as my first 

imprE!ssion after' rE!ading this doculIlent. 

I appreciate very much that the authors of this document are 

thinking that sustainable development is a process of change, 

not a jump. It is not so that today unsustainable development, 

tonight W~1 make a big jump and tomorr'ow wiLL be a sustainable 

development. No, it is a long process and you need time for 

this process. 

Secondly, I appreciate very much the concept that according to 

the authors, during this process we should meet the basic human 

need s. What dOE:1 sit mE:Hil n. It 11.E:1anS tha t for PE:WplE:1 who are not 

meeting their basic human needs we have to find all possible 

facilities to meet these human needs. It means that the world 

should not stay as it is now, a world of rich and a world of 

poor, but some equilibriul1. should be made and their basic needs 

should b~1 met. 

The Hdrd is that I appr'E:1ciate VEH'y much that it is a VE:1Y'y 

clear position on the problems of the disar'lnalllent. And I think 

it is very necessary and very useful, and I appreciate very 

much. 

What is my problem, let me tell you very frankly. I think in 

this dOCUTIIE!I'lt there ar'e some ex treme points or' views on the 

small scale, on the decentralisation and on the community-based 

df::1cision suppor't making systems. rhf::1Y ar'e vel"y nE!cessar'y, but I 

cannot agree that which is small is sustainable. 1 think it 

reflects some extreme points and approaches and don't think 

everything should be decentralised and it will be better or 

only the slllall scale agricultural production and the slnall 

scale industry is the model for the future. On page 1.2 what is 
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written on agriculture and industry is a bit poor for me. I 

think it should be redrafted, ameliorated on a small food 

production Systr::1ll1, nothing more. 

1. appr'ecj.atE! very much t.he commurdty based dE:1cision maldng 

systems. In our conditions, in the conditions of socialist 

countries, we give a very high importance to this process. 10 

us the community how they are thinking on the development of 

the settlements where they are living, on the regional 

developments, on the decision processes and so on. But 1 canlt 

accept such a COnCE:1pt which is conlplE:1iE:11y against any 

governments, any administrations, any high level structures. 

May be I am overvaluating which is written here. But I think it 

is a bit extremist. You see, let us take as a joke, of course I 

cannot say as a joke again that may be it is a criticism 

against the socialist governments. But anyhow, as a basis for 

further discussion 1. think it is very good and very useful and 

I would be ready to translate it into Hungarian and to 

distribute it to our experts to be acquainted with these views, 

I donlt know how we can solve the copyright problem, but 1 hope 

WE:1 can do it. 

I l,\Jould J.ikE:1 again to (!Xpr'E:1SS my sab.sf-action and my thanks at 

this paper on the table because it gives real basis for further 

discussions in this respect and I think there are more common 

things here than different points and different approaches. 

·'hank you Madam. 

1hank you, Madani ChairllliHI. 1 think it is a VEH'y finE:1 piE~cE:1 of

l/Jor'k. And par'ticularly when I SE!e it bears the ilnpr'illlatur of a 

group of organisations of the caliber that have done this and 1 

rr::1alise that it is not easy to get: an agreElfnent alliongst a group 

like this, anymore than is in our Commission or within the 

United Nations. I think it is absolutely first grade. 
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I have a couple of questions however, because we are dealing 

with a US perspective, and 1 have only been able to look over 

this lightly, like some of my collE!agues, we have only just 

r'€:1ceiv€:1d it, and I may hav€:1 miss€:1d it .. But I really am looking 

for and would like to get verbal response to the question of 

the degree to which what you say here about sustainable 

development applies in the United States. 

You seem to be using the term development in the context that 

most people use it, as if all development and all expectations 

about development were related to the lhird World. Well, the 

industrialised countries are still developing, a very large 

portion of global development in the period from the year 2000 

and beyond, which we're dealing with will still take place in 

the industrialized countries. 

And what I want to ask is the US on a sustainable development 

path? What changes do you perceive in the year 2000 and beyond 

in US society? Do some of these the same things like 

participation, decentralization, participation of people in 

industrialization making? I know it exists, some of you people 

have made it exists in the US. But 1 see, may be it's my 

superficial reading, 1 see a kind of economy here you invoke 

END Of lAPE 2 - SIDE 1 

US NGOs Meeting 

IVJay 28, 1986 
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'!::!.~ .. .J~!'~Q~'y B LIe H I::: A R I..!\lG~ 

May 28._, )98'1 

Evening .~ession 

and its possible applicability to the lhird World. But in fact 

I have seen very little about sustainable development in the 

U.S. Is development sustainable on the basis of sucking in 

billions of dollars a year from outside, and what will 

sustainabh1 dE:1vE:doPIllE:HIi:: in thE:1 U. S. mean to the possibi.liU.E:1s 

of sustainable development elsewhere? 

I think 1 can understand what you said about what is likely to 

be, because my agreement was so much of what you said here, but 

1 would l:i.kE:1 to hE:1rE:1 a Jot llIore fr'om thE:1 NGO cOl1l1flurdty in the 

u. ~. c~bout sustainablE! dE:welopmE:1nt: in the US and the dEH3reE! 

these things you think apply, or should apply. Related to that 

the whole question of better distribution of industrial 

capacity around the world which implies very significant 

changes in U~ perceptions and if the market systems were 

allowed to work on a worldwide basis, a lot of US industry 

would be phased out by the US. 

US itself would become far more interdependent. Is the US ready 

for rE!al interdE!pendE:Hlce? It would mE:1an that i·t gets its stE!el 

from Korea and Japan and Brazil; it gets its vehicles from 

other sources; and on and on. Is the U~ ready for the operation 

of the market system on a global basis? I don't know, I just 

wonder. 
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Also, just related with the discussions we were having today, 

there is certainly an important reference in your paper to the 

nE!ed for equity and jus ti c e and fairnes s but not as IOU c h 

recognition as we have had in our own discussions about the 

tremendous degree to which the environment issue provides a 

rationale for giving the highest priority to the eradication 

of povE;1rty. POVE!rty and E!nvironlll(;:!ntal dE!gradat.ion are SE;1lf 

re-enforcing. Poverty leads to degradation, degradation leads 

t.o the perpetuation of poverty. And that vicious cycle provides 

a new, more than just a moral, practical set of reasons for 

making the eradication of poverty a tremendous objective. Your 

facts on that for our guidance would be useful. l'hank you. 

I would like to pick up the point that Janez stanovnik made 

when he mentioned that sustainable development means 

development and that means economic development. And as a 

matter of fact, the developing countries are capital-exporting 

countries in most cases today. Which means that there is no 

economic development possible with the consequence that they 

ar'€:1 trying to minimiSE:! th€:dr impor'ts, to max::i.nds€:1 their exports 

and the intE!rnational banking sys tE;Hn is teIling thE!l1I that they 

have to establish some austerity program. 

Which also TTlE:1anS that tllere is no deVE!lopIIIE!nl. The situation 

must be changed. Anybody who is looking on this problem from 

pure econorrdc point of view comes to the end to the opinion 

that there is no soluLi.on and that W€:1 may pr'€:1s€:1I1t very 

interesting papers about very nice things but without any 

economic basis. Now, solving this problem is difficult, 

everybody agrees. Obviously, there is no simple solution to the 

problem, but it is quite clear whatever you are choosing in 

order to solve the probleTTl, the consequences are very hard for 

th€:1 ::i.ndustd.alis€:1d countd.€:1s like l1IinE! but abov€:1 all for th€:1 

us. Did you take any action to prepare the public opinion in 

the US, what this rn€:1ans if ther'e will be rea} reforl1l of th€:1 

dt::1bt CY'isis? 
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Mrs Marin~ __ .ge Botero 

lhank you, Madam Chairman. I think around the table 1 am the 

nt:~al~E!st dt:1VEdoping country you can find frOln the US, but just 

around the table. first I would like to congratulate David 

Runnalls. 'fhis looks like a tremendous directory of knowledge 

and certainly we will make use of it and try to come back to 

you with SOlnt:~ feedback. It looks like a fantastic trouble and 

work you went through. From me also it is very difficult to 

analyse, to feedback through this paper because I did not have 

much time to look through it. But 1 certainly find that there 

arE! significant diffE!rE!l1cE!S froul the point of ViE!W in thE! 

presentation of the document. 

We are tackling in the Commission the same issues, of course, 

and we do appreciate the tremendous effort of this document and 

1 would recolmnend that we take a very good look at it because I 

know the formidable task you are doing in the US and certainly 

are allies of the environmental thought around the world. But 

despite those differences of approaches, 1 think two major 

items run through the work of what we could call the 

environmental resistance. 

One is the fact that 1 think we all agree, we are all fighting 

against, the superstructures that are repeated in the national 

context, so it is not a question only of superpower, it is a 

question of the mt:~ntality of this E!I10r'mOUs power, too much 

power perhaps for the wrong people. 

And the other thing that: is very important is that I agree 

completely in your second, let us say, issue that runs through 

the broad of this thing which is the local power'. The 

decentralisation, the right to participate, the absolute right 

of people to join a democratic work, the democratic 

di s tri buU.on and 1 thi n I< that that is r'eally the llIaj or poi nt 

that is the common ground bt:~tween what we think it is t:he way 

to handle our own environment. 1'0 promote the decentralisation 

does not mean I ·think t:.O impoverish the decision of thE! nations. 
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On the contrary, it means to grow together in a more rational 

way in which things that are different and communities that 

have different approaches can build together a more equitable 

and just nation, lhat is a very important point that you made 

here and to ensure that the people are able to participate in 

decisions, also coming down to people with legal input and . 

empowering the people who have to take the decisions on their 

own grounds. 

All these social efforts will be the only way that we think in 

the South, at least in our part of the world, that the 

cO~TIunity will be built up to defend its wealth as a nation and 

would continually more and lnore become really independent and 

free. 1 would like to discuss over this perhaps with some 

peOplE! of the Commission, but 1 Y'eally think that you hav~1 

achievE:1d a ver'y good docul1lent and thank you for the 

presentation. 

Lmil !ialim 

lhank you. Madam Chairman. lhree questions. One has to do with 

pagC:1 6: the frE!edolll fY'OIfI unwante:1d dependenc~1. Does it mean that 

unwanted independence is acceptable? 1his morning we discussed 

that the interrt:1lation is growing and tht:1rE!fore some possible 

interdependence will be forthcoming. The question therefore is 

whE!n you s tre:1S s 'freedolll from unwanted dE!PE!l1dE!ltCe, does it mean 

that you are in favour. or can be in favour of, unwanted 

dependent relationship? 

Question No 2 has to do with decentralised small scale 

cOlllmuni ty based devEdoprnent and thE! sE!cond docuTnE!nt of this 

Making Common Cause on the sustainable development, p. 3, 1 

have the impression that the sustainable development in this 

document gives room with large scale economic development 

projects. But if it is not the case as in your other document. 
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What happE!I'lS if the na Lure of devEl1opHlE!llt rE:1quires large scale 

dE:1velopllfE!nt proj ects I hydro dams I r'oad dE:1velopment and so on. 

And that goes into thE! third qUE:1stion H1E!ntionE!d at pagE:1 30; and 

that environment cannot be quantified as you mention here , and 

yet decisions and economic prices need quantification. You 

propose to have a dialogue with local people as a substitution 

of this quantification. I fail to see the operational value of 

this because in the final analysis we have to come up with a 

certain quantification o·f E!lIVironmE!IItal values. rhank you. 

lhank you fVJadam. 1. have receivE:1d statE:1fflE:H1ts I plans. 1. haVE! also 

received publications in China from some of the NGOs in the 

US. lhe thing of the development , environment and publishing , 

I would like to know how do you work in the us and how do you 

work with the foreign NGOs. And I would like also to know how 

do you "influence your gOVE!r'nIJlE!nt and also the othE!r govel"l'lIllents 

and promote them to take action? 

May be you would like to give some replies to all these 

statellJents. 

1 was struck by the fact that some questions come like spears 

cas t t~o thE! single lIIar·k. Mr. Stanovn"ik I s COlnes like a b(,H'Y'age 

from which one must only seek refuge , not give reply. 

But 1 think there is a wealth of questions which we can address 

and I hope Ilfany of tl'lOS E:1 sitU. ng hE:1re wi 11 help. 1 will simply 

try to answer some easy ones to start w"ith. Maurice Strong 

asked the easiest of alII is the US on a completely sustainable 

course of economic development? No. 
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Time IJ.dll demand equal timC::1. In any CaSE!, Tom, you werE! keeping 

notes as I was, would you like to start with Mr. stanovnik's 

COIrIIllE!nts and thE!I1 othE!Y's may wish to answer. Barbara, .L know, 

would have a special interest in questions of '"hird World debt. 

Well, two questions were raised, 1 think one was about the need 

for growth . .L think this is a very interesting question 

especially as applied to the industrialised countries. 

1 think a lot of people in the US are emphasizing more the 

question of qualitative kinds of growth including things like 

recreational opportunities and so on as most of the material 

needs of people are met in the industrialised societies, that 

is to say one might have a growth in the quality of life 

without necessarily having a growth in the quality of material 

consumption. 1 think in fact this is what is occurring with 

the so-called information economy and other developments. 

On thE! othE!ln hand I think thE!Y'e is no roolrl for any such 

ambiguity as respects most of the developing countries, 

particularly since populations are growing so fast, just to 

meet basic needs and get beyond that. You are going to have to 

have material growth and after all these countries are the 

great majority of the population of the world, so on a global 

basis we arE! certainly going to neE!d a growth in material 

consumption. We rustle a little bit with the question of the 

industrialised societies, we don't get into it in depth. 

Maybe 1 could turn Maurice Strong's question on that which was 

very interesting. I would say that we did intend the 

prescriptions in the paper to apply to us. We haven't worked 

out fully how, and the paper obviously doesn't go into enough 

detail. It might be interesting however to know that in 1983-84 

a lrIaj or' US environmen tal organ'isa Lion engagE!d in an exer'cise of 

this kind which produced a report of about 100 pages called 
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"AHlerica I S Economic I-utur'e", E!l1vironlllentalists broaden thE! 

industrial policy debate and we did try to get into a number of 

these issues in a specifically US context, 1111 be happy to 

send copy of that to you and to the Commission. 

frankly we went into a great deal of political flak, you might 

call it, in the us. lhe day after our report came out, there 

was a llleeting of the Afl CIO industrial unions department of 

the heads of those unions and our report was not greeted with 

gr'eat enthusiasm there. ~)nd there was a great:. deal of 

m~gotiatin~1 that had to bE! donE:1 wH,:h SOllIE! of our allj,E:H;; in the 

labour'lIlOVE!ment. And I am suy'e it is true here in Canada too 

there are very difficult issues involved with the 

industrialised in the US which is in fact going on and has been 

going on, but it is not an easy issue politically and the 

protectionist forces in the US are very strong. We do come out 

against protectionism in this paper and I think you III see more 

in the other paper. 

I hope we were not guilty of the policy of self-exclusion. 1 

think that is the greatest pitfall we could find in our paper, 

that all the issues that are raised in this paper and in the 

work of WCED are applicable as far as we are concerned to every 

society, industrial, non-industrial, North, South. lhey are at 

the heart of a great deal of what is going on in the US today 

and in Canada and other societies. And 1 think that while much 

of thE! dialogue in Uris papE!r is COUChE!d in tt::H'IIlS of Noy'th and 

South and foreign assistance and so on, the issues are 

essentially those that we live with in our country today. 

l'here was also the question that Ambassador Sahnoun raised 

about the question of the Great Lakes and the Niagara River 

pollution. Would anyone of you here try to address that? lhat 

was one of the topics in fact which one of our colleagues in 
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the canad'ian NGO ' s by'ought to Illy attention as an ay'c::~a in which 

they felt a lack of support on the side of American NGOs. I 

can't speak to that with authority Inysc::d.f. 

All of the groups that we are working with in Global Tomorrow 

coalition are involved in coordination with other NGOs on 

various things. But 1 think it is fair to say that the 

coordination on really close problems such as US-Canadian 

difficulties with the Great Lakes and the Niagara River are the 

least addressed of all the things we are going to be discussing 

today. 

And as 1 understand it, 1 did not attend the Great Lakes 

meeting which was just a few days ago, but the head of my 

organisation did, and 1 know at least one NGO representative 

froln the Environment Liaison Center in Nairobi said that he 

thought it might be the beginning of the kind of coordination 

which is needed in that area. I think the answer is that not 

much is going on. lhe need is felt on both sides, probably it 

has bElen E.~xprc:~ssed better from Canada, and it is something that 

our groups will be working more and more on. 

You asked two other questions about coordination and it would 

make sense if 1 could go on to those right. now. 1 have been 

working quite a lot on the issues of hazardous exports, 

particularly pesticides. And as you may know there is a network 

fl"om around the world cal.led the Pesticide f)c Lion Nr:d:work, 

specifically dealing with the problems of pesticide exports and 

imports. 

It was started in Malaysia at an international meeting; so the 

ilOpetus for it came frolll the developing woy'ld, which I think is 

extremely important in its success. It now has almost 300 

organisations around the world. It meets through regional 

representat.ivC:1s once (~very year and a half or two years. Our 
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next meeting will be this week end here in ottawa because of 

the confluence of so much international meetings here in the 

next few days. Ihe results of the coming together' of all these 

groups I think would be interesting for you. 

Most of these organisations are perhaps environmental 

organisations in the traditional sense, but many are labour, 

health and consumer groups. And of course in developing 

countries, they donlt feel the same kind of policy influence of 

power that the NGOs do in Canada or US. It has been very 

valuabJ.e to thelll to be able to say that thc::~y belong to this 

network of hundreds of other groups working on the same issues. 

And through the coordination with this whole network, several 

actions have been taken that I think have been steps towards 

what WE:~ are aillling at. ThE! first was just to organisE:~ in 

l"E!gional nE:1twol"k s so tha l: they can COITllflUnicah1 wi th each other 

and pass information back and forth. lhat came from the first 

international meeting. 

lhe second was to declare a dirty dozen campaign of pesticides 

that were of international significance, pesticides which were 

causing I guess extreme harm is the phrase, in developing 

countries particularly, most of those were no longer in use in 

developed countries and yet were continuing to be produced and 

exported from many developed countries although not all. And 

this dirty dozen campaign was announced last June S on World 

Envil"onmE!I'll Day. 

Since that time, the actions which have been sparked by 

governments in various different parts of the world have been 

rather interesting, Some regulatory actions that were in the 

works sl:H:Hned to suddenly be kicked out of the system in s(:weral 

different countries. Studies were undertaken in various 

countries by governments, different studies were undertaken by 

NGOs, there was a continuing round of press conferences and 

pr'essure on governments about these chelOicals I but not these 

alone, lhe dirty dozen was meant almost to be a publicity ploy 
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to f 0 cu s at t:E!l'ltion on hazar'dous c hemi cal s whi c h could not be 

appropriately used in developing countries, 

ThC:1rE! are many 1II0re thi.'.\11 twelve obviously. Picking twelve was 

an C:1xtrC:HTI(~1J.y difficult six month long task. Now what W~:1 havC:1 

done OVE!r the last year' is to produce a rE!search document on 

alternatives to those pesticides for different kinds of uses, 

agriculture versus urban home uses and uses in very different 

ways in which pesticides are applied. 1 hat will be released on 

June 5 again here in ottawa at a press conference that will be 

somewhere in town. 

And a second thing that will be produced this year is a 

statement by a number of well known agricultural interrelated 

scientists on the problem of chemical dependence and the need 

to moue towards appropriate alternatives for agriculture and 

other uses for which pesticides are now used. 1 think it is 

fair to say that the fE!E!ling of mc:tking a differC:1nce of many 

small NGOs has been increased a lot by the actions of this 

group. 

1'he pesticide action was also sponsored continuing 

representation in the negotiations of the ~AO on the code of 

conduct for export of pesticides and the United Nations 

Environlllent ProgrammE! of guidelines on information exchange for 

POtC:HI t :iall y haza r'dou s c hemi c a1 sin c 1udi ng pe s ti c ide s. 1. hav C:1 

been the representative at a couple of those negotiations and 

other people within the network go to others of the 

negotiations. So I think it has been a rather remarkable 

... coor'dinaU.on that has been VC:1ry helpful. 

l'he third thing has to do with the multilateral banks in us 
about the actions that we have been undertaking as a group 

regarding the regional banks. It is fair to say that the 

initiative to bring attention to the effects of multilateral 

bank activities started perhaps in the us but it has really 

grown and gone much farther than that. 
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I have been working specifically with colleagues here, with the 

Natural Resources Defence Council and the Environnlental Defence 

fund and several other organisations have joined within the US. 

Each of us when we travel or attend international meetings have 

made a point to explain the issues to NGO representatives that 

we nleet from both a donor country and a borrowing country 

first it was ilnportant to get the pressure to equalise not just 

beyond the US government on all of the donor countries. And we 

now have a situation in which quite a number of European 

countries tlave NGOs working on the same thing. We have met on 

the subject on a number of occasions, the us Ireasury 

Department has been persuaded to make the sole issue part of 

its own policy and has directed the Executive Directors 

representing the us on all of the banks boards, including the 

regional banks to work specifically at tile moment on the donor 

country colleagues, their other executive directors. 

And we know from our contacts with NGOs that in fact this is 

beginning to happen and that the US executive directors are 

bringing up natural resources issues and I would elnphasise one 

important point: what we have asked for is not just different 

projects or better projects, but consultation with local 

people, with NGOs, and to open up the process of deciding what 

kinds of developments would be undertaken. 

l"hat is very tough for institutions like the banks that have 

considered theloselves almost governments or involved in tricky 

negotiations with the borrowing countries and it's even tougher 

for Inany of the borrowing countries who do have a history of 

dialogue with their own NGOs. But what we are building 1 think 

is a consensus among the donor countries first and then among 

the borrowing countries eventually that the NGOs have to be a 

vital part of the decision Inaking, identification of projects, 

assessnlent of projects, implementation of projects. 

And, as I said, 1 think the donor countries are beginning to 

feel that, and 1 was just the last few days in New York at the 
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special session of the UN, a number of NGOs from Africa that 

were here before that, and a lot of this is still news to them, 

but we keep passing out the US legislation on the subject, 

lreasury Department Policy statements on the subject, 

rE!coHlHlE!ndations from different par ts of the US Congres s on the 

subject, so that they can see that it is now an acceptable 

dE!lnand that NGOs should be involvE!d in th~1 dr..welopment process 

and through this means, I think we will have more and more rucos 

from d ev eloping county' i ~1S aware of what should be theiY' rights 

in this pY'ocess. Thanks. 

I work with the World Commission, but 1 am speaking now not so 

much :in lilY capacity in th~1 World Commission i)lS dev~11opmen·t 

planneY' from th~1 Third World. This has been an inter~1sting 

document, a VE!Y'y usefuJ. document. But from the point of Vh1W of 

planning in the lhird World, somebody is involved in economic 

activity in the fhird World, much of this is not being 

convincing. 

It sounds often as if 11m on a bicycle and somebody would just 

pass me on a motorcar and tells me : look how terrible 

motorcars are, donlt try and get them at all. I donlt think any 

descr'iption of sustainable assessment wi11 eVE!Y' be complete 

unless the essential issue of sustainable development on a 

global scale is addressed. And that central issue is that of 

the impact of activities in the industrial countries on what is 

happening at a global level. I do not see that the basic things 

that you put on what must be done are really the central issues 

as far as this aspect is concerned. 
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I do thi nk Lha t therc:~ IS IflU C h morc:~ IJJhat is needed. I am not 

sure that decentralised community based development, 

strengthening of institutions, etc. that these are hardly the 

central issues as far the developed countries, the industrial 

countries are concerned. I also note that even under this most 

of your suggestions 

END OF lAPE 2 - SIDE 2 

0010111/ US 1\I(;Os P. H . Impd 
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essentially to the South. for instance when you talk of 

ensut'ing that inves tmE!nt is sust.ainable, you talk essentially 

of sustainability assessments of investments in the South. But 

there is a real problem that we face today, it is the 

sustainability of the investments which are taking place in the 

North. the environmental risks which arise, the hazards which 

arisE:1 from thoSE:1 invE:1strnents. 

There is very lit.tle, in this description of sustainable 

development which goes into this class of issues. And that 1 

personally find that it has not tackled the issues of 

environmental risk. 1 could go on. 

1 find this a very useful dOCUlllE!nt but 1 do believe that it 

will remain incomplete as long as you do not also go into what 

nl~eds to bC::1 done to pt'olllote sustainablE! devldopment in the 

industrial countries and also what needs to be done, it has to 

be something which is consistent I.d~ith at .Least a long·· .. ·terrn 

objective of global equality of standards of living. Higher 

standards of consumption, .Lifestyle sustainable in the 

industrial, not sustainable in the sense that if 1 were to 

multiply them by a potential global population of 10 billion, 

the world could sustain that standard of consumption. If it 

not, then presumably by then to the 21st. century one would have 

to run down these standards of consumption if that at all is 

feasible. 

0010m!US NGOs P,H.!mpd 
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Can we talk of sustainable development without going into this 

class of issues or do we merely take refuge in the possibility 

that the whole process of growth and development will somehow 

become less material intensive, less energy intensive, etc? 

This is not a question, it is more a COlTllllent. I know you wish 

to and intend to go into this, but 1 think this is the major 

gap that I see in this paper. 

I'll take some of these easy questions which have been raised. 

Points were raised about the recolrnnendations concerning small 

scale dE:1cE:Hltr'alisE:1d apprOaChE:1S to developmE!nt. This is clear'ly 

the part of our paplH' that received the 1II0S t criticism, parts 

of it were revised and we would be happy to receive further 

comments, but as pr'esE!r"d:ly infor'IIlE!d we do stand behind what we 

say. 

In answer to ~mil Salinl's point, no, we do not believe that the 

d~~ cent:ral i s ed sHlall scale approac his the onl y approac h that 

has to apply. Every place that there is no room for large scale 

development, in fact we indicate that w~~ are not at all certain 

how this approach can apply to cities or to industries. We 

have some experts in the room on energy production, such as 

David Brooks who might be able to talk about the need for large 

hydro projects, but that is certainly another open question. 

Another general question that was raised is the question of our 

views on dependence. We indicate in the paper that this is a 

subject of lively discussion in the NGO community. I think the 

maj or' i ty of view would be what you might call wanted dependl~nce 

is permissible if countries can meet their own basic needs in 

the sense of security, they certainly, a lot of our view could 

trade with other nations for things that they want and in that 

SE!nSe be dependent. rhe kind o·f d~~pendE!\'lce hOWeVE!r that many 

SouthE!r'n nat:i.ons havE~ on thE:1 Nor'th that llIay be partly 
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manifested by the debt crisis seems to us to be the kind of 

things that is clearly not desirable and that needs to be 

changE!d, 

1111 nlake a quick comment to the very interesting points that 

were r'ais~~d about the ilflpacts of activiti(:!s in industrialised 

nations, 1 do not think we have all the answers, I would say 

that what 1 think is probably one of our more controversial 

recommendations and one kept some of our fellow NGOs in the US 

fr'olll E!ndorsing this report, we do reCOlfllnE!I'ld an assesslll~~nt of 

h~chn()J.ogi(.;!s before thE!y go into lar'gE:1 scalE:1 production to tr'y 

to obviate some of the risks that it has proven in the past 

that various technologies have caused, 

As to the question about whether it would be sustainable for 

the patterns of consumption, some of the industrialized nations 

to be attained by the whole world, we wrestled with that and 

frankly we just did not know how to address it, Obviously, in a 

tE!lnpor'al context in a hundrE!d yeay's a great IIlany things can 

change, One looks at the situation in the world 100 years ago 

and now there have bE!E!n llIany changes that were hard 'co predict 

and we just could not figure out the answer, frankly, if the 

COJIIllli s s ion can, we wou.td be very grateful to woy'k wi th you on 

it, 

Would anyone from the audience like to enter into the 

discussion? 

"' hank you Madam ChaiY'man for the oppor'tuni ty to say a h:1W 

woy'ds. And thank you also very IIluch to your Commission for 

being here and for your work which is really very important on 

the global scale, 1 would like to put a few words to this topic 
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of sustainable development and especially to what you mentioned 

before about the need to see that in the broadest scope. 

1 am speaking as a physician who is interested in prevention 

and from this point of view 1 would like to put here two things 

which are of growing concern and this is the effect of our 

changing envir'Onrll~HJt on hUilICtn h~~alth, ~~sp~~cially two issues. 

rhe first one being the effect of the modern environment filled 

with the chemicals in our food, in our water, in our atmosphere 

on the developing brain of the unborn children; and the second 

the carcinogenic potential of the chemicals which, as the 

animal experiments show, can actually spread not only to the 

individual who is affected but also to the future generations 

of such per·son. 

1 would lih~ first to nlE~ntion a f~~w things about th~~ fir'st 

iSSUE! and this is the E!ff~~ct of modern E!I'lvironment on the brain 

of youngest generations. Man has been on this planet almost 2 

million years and it is only in the past few decades when we 

have changed our environment so drastically. 

It has brought a lot of benEd~i ts fY'orn the E!conoHrical point of 

view and only now we start to realise through the new sciences 

Ii I< e behaviour taxi cology, per i·-na t:al (?), illlrnunotoxi cology , 

behavior toxicology, that these changes are actually affecting 

the most vulnerable organ of our body and this is the human 

brain. 

It has b~~en docul1l~HJh~d from animals but also from dir'ect: 

observations that the ChE!Jnicals can accumulate and do 

accumulate in the brain of the unborn children and that they do 

have a negative effect on the ability to learn, to concentrate 

and also on the behavior. Actually, the term behavior 

toxicology reflects that the first toxic changes can be 

In~~flE!ch~d in the changE~ .... 
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Sor'r'y to inh~rrupt you. But I do it for' two r'easons. Fir'st of 

all, we listened to your intervention at the public hearings 

yesterday and you were given ten minutes to explain your 

points. loday we are discussing first of all the documents made 

by thE! Global Tornor'I"ow Coalition and our NGO fr'i~~nds fr'Oll1 thE:~ 

United StatE!S. The COHllllission has alr'eady ht::~ar'd your points. So 

if you could just br'J.Edly SUIlI up your statE:Hnent., it is r~)ally a 

little outside of the discussion that we are having here to 

night and we have t.o stop in 15 minutes our whole session. So, 

1 am sorry, I have do this. 

Yes, E!XCUSE:1 me ph)as~). lhe probl~)IlIS as r said are two: br'ain 

and c cH1C E!r. fhe ques tion is: what to do about tha t? ThE!re is 

the need to reduce the chemicals. How to do so? One of the 

priority issue could be our reducing the amount of lead in our 

~mvironment which is OnE! of the l1Iost toxic Hdng. Reducing that 

by avoidance of the lead in the gasoline on international level. 

On internat.ional level because it is spread globally as it has 

been an evidence which is again cumulating. rhe second thing 

has to do about n1duc:i.ng th~) risk of canc~)r. Hpart from oth~)r 

measures, it would be reducing the amount of dioxine in our 

environment which is the question of the pesticides. And these 

are two things which 1 wanted to lnE!ntion. Thank you for' the 

opportunity. 

MagdE. ~enlJ_er' 

One thing is to plan, one thing is to happen. We, from Brazil, 

are actively engaged in fighting against agrotoxics called 

pesticides. Even before, since 18, we have been actively 

working on the dirty dozen. 1 must say here that it was even 
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loore than a frustration because consciousness has been awaken; 

but facts are even worse. 

We have denounced the thing now in Brazil, are even worse as 

far as the forcing of use ot pesticides is concerned. Same 

thing with the projects. We talk a lot about natural resources I 

but what happens is terribly different. NGOs are aware of what 

they want to happen , of their rights , but I think we don1t get 

much until now , and we are still fighting. lhis is why you are 

here. We are fighting but things are not better. 

'rhe dirty dozen , we have been working on it for a year. We had 

feedback from everywhere. Now I have to denounce that things 

are E!V E!n wors e. The bank does no t only force us to buy 

pesticides if you have the money, but they go to the place to 

see that it is used beforehand. Until last year you had to buy 

but you were not forced to use. Now you have to buy and to use 

it. rhat is a r'eality in '" I the major import of agrol:,oxics in 

Brazil is one of the major import in the world. lhank you. 

Madam Chairman , 1 would like to ask three or four questions to 

our American colleagues with reference to the sustainable 

development; to answer the question of Dr. Khalid who is asking 

why he should ride a bicycle when we ride in a Cadillac 

air-conditioned and complain about it. l'his is one of my 

favouri te topics. 1 want it clearly undE!rs tood that lilY words 

ar'€:1 som€:1tillIE!S clulllsy and I don I t want th€:HTI to be mi.staken as 

implying criticism of the present systelo which is almost ideal. 

I want to ask my American colleagues if they have heard the 

same thrE!e spE!eches 1 hav~1 h~1ard 3 years in a Y'OW frolll our 

distinguished Justice lhomas Berger who said our North-American 

indust~ial system is so inefficient in the use of energy, so 

wasteful and consumption of resources I so destructive of the 

environment that it must be completely changed. And he says, 
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you will be pleased to note. that the people in West-~astern 

block, the other side of the Soviet line, they use identically 

the same kind of system and theirs has to be changed too. there 

is no difference between the two basic industrial systems. 

1 have heard David Suzuki say to us at the University of 

Manitoba; "SciE:1I'lc€:1 and h1chnology is almost completE:1ly out of 

controlil. We spend almost 50% of all energy making weapons to 

make war on people and to make war on nature. lhe rest of the 

main chunk of our mOnE!y is used to producl::1 things that make 

money, whether there is any real net essential benefit to the 

community or' destructivl::~ on environment dOE!s not go into the 

assessment. 

Who is this gentleman that said we should have a session on 

technology before it is adopted? A very worthy objective. 

1 have heard Maurice Strong in a letter that he has quoted in 

writing and is written in the United Nations bulletin of Canada 

in 1982, I believe. it said that the morals and ethics of 

business are receiving the last trial they will get by the 

general public to see whether their destruction of the 

environment is going to be accepted by the geneY'al public and 

if they continue to destroy the environment as badly as modern 

industry does. it may not be accepted. 

Now that is not to be twisted around to imply that there is 

cY'iticism of the present systl::~lft. Bul:. do you have any research 

in the United States similar to the research that we have 

pr'oduced by E!minent scholars both in the GOVf..~rnment and in the 

NGO organisations to prove that monoculture chemical-intensive 

agriculture is destroying our farm land and destroying our 

farmers financially? 

And that there are organisations all across the farming 

ecological agriculture and organic fdrlfting associations for 

pr'oh1ct:i.O/'l of the land and protectj.on of far'fllers and UI€:1Y are 

succE!eding in a small ~:;cale. rhE!y get no help fr'olll the 

Government or from the establishment. 
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And we have, parallel to our agricultural system being 

self-destructed, we have our forest system particularly in 

B. C. ,is bc:dng sel·f-dE!s tructed. We havf::1 SOOO square lIlilE!s of 

irnproperly····sBf::1ded clear' cut fOrE!stl"Y. Just idE:1nU.cally to what 

they are doing in Brazil. But we would Iike to talk about the 

Brazilians which are further away. We don't like to talk about 

the failure of our system. And our forestry system has to be 

cOlllpletely modifiE:1d to bE:1 acceptabh1 if we are going to survive 

even one generation. 

I believe that the 5 million dollar grand terminal they built 

in Prince l~upeY't, in ten years IA.lill bE! as f::1mpty as the Clarabel 

airport they have at North of Montreal. Because we are so 

destructing our farm Iand, we will have to cut our grain 

exports to almost zero. But our previous Federal Government 

jus tis SUE!d a rule OnE! day, when they WE!Y'e s hor t o·r IIlOnE!Y, and 

said we are going to double the exports of wheat 50%, because 

IA.le nC:H!d thE! IIlOnE!y. r~nd we arf::1 already dE!s t:Y'oying our faY'm land 

with the level of exports we have now. 

Now what we are advocating is that we have a radical departure 

and introduce competitive technology and the free enterprise 

systelo. Have competition and a free enterprise system and allow 

an alternative system of agriculture and alter the system of 

forestY'y, sustainable dE!vE<lopment, organic fal"lIring, sf::llective 

tree harvesting of forestry, what should be called soft energy 

path, 1 think Mr. Brooks has used those words once. And so is 

Emery Hunterlobins (?) in my presence. And we want a soft water 

path. ·rhat doesn't produce new water projects for taking the 

water that people are polluting and wasting now and clean it up 

and use it and recycle "it and don't waste it. And so how much 

does that sound by sustainable development? So what we are 

saying is that more at us should be r"iding bicycles. So what we 

are basically doing is exporting our coca-colas, our junk 

agriculture, our junk food to try and make money out of 

destroying your world as fast as we are destroying ours. 
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I would like to turn the floor back to the panel of our 

introductors today. 

Madani Chairman, 1 would like to express a deep concern for a 

scarce and endangered resource which is the vitality, indeed 

the survival of the members of the World Commission on 

Environment and Development. I am concerned about the impacts 

on your eyes, your ears, your brains and other critical 

portions of your anatomy. In the course of these long hearings, 

we would be happy to go on discussing these issues at length, 

but I feel that we are imposing on your time. So, please, if 

you feel the time has come, perhaps we should end the 

discussion. 



Mrs Br'undJl~l.9. 

We scheduled this evening to stop between 9 and 9.30 and it is 

closing now to 9.30 and 1 think we have to look at the fact 

that we are starting early in the morning and going on day 

after day. But it has been indeed a very constructive and 

helpful discussion for all of us and first of all your 

doculnentation and your own work on it has been a great help to 

us and you have heard several Commissioners make those remarks. 

And I just want to repeat them and thank you all for having 

gone through all this work. 1 know you do it because you 

bc::11iE!ve as lde do in the ilnportance of it. And this is IJJhy also 

it was such a good idea that we were able to meet here in North 

America and having also the U8 people coming, meeting us in 

ottawa. We thank you for this. 

END Of US NGOs PUBLIC HEARINGS 

OT1 AWA, CANADA 

May 28, 1986 

Evening SE:1ssion 

END OflAPE 3 - 8IOE 1 
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